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ABSTRACT
The organizations must be successful to survive in their industry. The most important
thing for the success of the organization is the- ability of keeping its resources (such as
land, labor and capital) productive. By this way, the organizations must know the
measurement and improvement of productivity to be aware of how well they are keeping
their resources productive or using the resources efficiently and effectively that have
already on their hands, With the help of measurement, the organizations can also be
aware where they are in the market. That means how they have power to challenge with
their competitors.
Thus, the productivity is a very important concept that every organization must focus on
because it has many beneficial consequences. such as opening the doors towards the
world industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This is my last term for education period. In this term, I have understood that the feelings
of "happiness" and "sadness" are equal to each other. I feel them together, now. I am said
because I will split up my friends. I am happy because I will start a new life.
I believe that "to start a new life"; a person has to learn some basic things, which will be
helpful for his/her future life. I also learnt these basic things in Near East University.
During my education period, I have taken many courses and learnt many things.
According to me, in university the students try to draw a map, with involving vision,
objectives by benefiting from teachers' knowledge, information and experience. In my
opinion, our teachers always tried to teach us to make best decisions through any kind of
subject And I think that the rest depends on us. So I believe that the things I have learnt
up to day will be a map for my objectives and I will try to apply them through my life in
a best way.
I wanted to study on operation/productionmanagement because according to me, without
production the life will not continue. Also some actions called operations have to be
taken to produce. Shortly; without operations, no production and without production, no
life!
1.2. About the topic
For my graduation project, I will work on the topic of productivity, which has been an
important matter to businesses and to the nations for many years. Because all businesses
and nations have to use their resources in an economical and useful way in order to
survive in the industry and market. So that the managers' main role must be to keep
resources productive. Otherwise they can go out of their businesses.
Like everybody, I want to be in a high statue for my future job life. So I thought that I
have to start with studying on the topic of productivity. Because I want to be an operation
manager and to be successful the first thing I have to do this to keep the resources
productive. If this research is carried on successfully, the first experience can be gained
by this study for me.
1

The concept of productivity is also used as a strategy. For example, when a company is
in loss, the managers firstly plan how to increase the productivity. That means the
managers must decide how the resources that are already in hands can be used as
productive. So if I want to be an operation manager, I have to be ready such kinds of
difficulties.
1.2. Hypothesis

"The organizations success depend on the ability of keeping its resources productive".
1.3. Aims of The Research

a. Try to give information about the historical background of productivity.
b. To define what productivity means.
c. To explain how itis measured.
d. To describe the variable that, are needed for the measurement of productivity.
e. To be a handbook for people who want to be operation managers.
In my research, there are four parts. Firstly I have made an introduction to the topic of
productivity, which consists:
•

Definition of productivity

•

Historical background of productivity

•

Importance of productivity for businesses and nations' economy

In the second part, the measurements of productivity are explained. Also, the variables,
which are needed for the productivity measurements are involved in this part. And I also
have tried to explain why it is necessary for the measurement of productivity. And
productivity improvement is involved in this part
Thirdly, after needed information about the topic of productivity is gained, I will try to
analyze a company to learn how they measure and improve productivity. I chose the
Tofus Company, which produces passenger's automobiles under the license of Fiat So
the topic of productivity will be understood, clearly.
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At the fourth part, the results that I have reached are explained. Also it includes that what
does Tofus Company have problems in its productivity?

And finally I will make recommendations for Tofas Company and mangers about
productivity.
1.4. Methodology
I will make literatures study to get information for my research. Beside this, internet will
be used to expand information. As I mentioned before, I will analyze Tofas company in
order to support my research. But I am not sure if I will get enough information and at
what degree they will help to me. Also there will be graphics and tables in my research.
In addition to these, I have benefited from the center of productivity in Turkey.
1.5. Limitations
I want my research to be a handbook for people, who want to be operation managers so I
thought that the main subjects of productivity would be:
•

A clear definition of productivity

•

History of productivity

•

Importance of productivity

•

Measurement of productivity

Also I will focus on the process of productivity improvements. I will explain the
importance of productivity not only for businesses but also for nations because recent
years the globalization is very important.

3

2. INTRODUCTION

TO PRODUCTIVITY

2.1. Defmition Of Productivity
Production is the creation of goods and services. It is the transformation of resources into
products and services. Productivity implies the enhancement of production, which refers
to a favorable comparison of the quantity of resources employed (inputs) to the quantity
of goods and services (outputs). (See in Figure 1)

Figure 2.1
Transformation of Inputs to Outputs

Land, labor,
Capital, management
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Inputs
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=

Source: Richard J. Tersime, "Production Operations and Management",
Publishing Co. Inc., (New York, 1985).

2nd

Edition, Elsevier Science

In an economic sense, inputs are lands, labor, capital and management, which are
combined into a production system. Management creates this production system, which
provides the conversion of inputs to outputs. Outputs are goods and services.

"Jaak Jurison" Once productivity is recognized as an important output characteristic,
the next problem is how to define and measure it. Productivity is a relative measure. That
is, a country's or a firm's time against itself at some previous time

Source: Jaak Jurison and Paul Gray, "Productivity in Office And The Factory", Fisher Publishing
Company, (United States, 1995), p.l l.
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Productivity

has been an important concept since people began working in an

organizational structure. It is the most fundamental indicator of economic performance.
Productivity is the relationship between:
•

Products and services produced and

•

The resources used to create them

Despite of these definitions, however the concept of productivity has no unique meaning
or measurements. The reason for this is; the term of productivity is related with many
different variables. And as a result of this, it helps many important recent problems to be
reached a solution. This can be seen as an advantage. But beside this it can be a
disadvantage for the firms or managers. For example; it can cause conflicts of terms and
creates many arguments, which cannot be reached any solutions. So in order to overcome
such kinds of problems, the measurement of productivity has to be done and the reason
for this measurement has to be identified.
2.2. Historical Background

Of Productivity

I will start this part with Frederick Winslow Taylor, who was born on 20 March 1865. He
is known as the father of scientific management. According to Frederick Winslow Taylor,
the secret of productivity was finding the right challenge for each person then paying him
well for increased output. He used time studies (which will be explained in the part of the
productivity measurements) to set daily goal. Incentives' would be paid to those reaching
their daily goal. Those, who did not reach their goal would get differential rate, a much
lower pay. Taylor doubled productivity using time study, systematic controls and tools.
He paid the person not the job. Also with his study, new departments such as personal
and quality control arose.
But before Frederick Taylor, the Bureau of Labor in the interior made the first estimates
of productivity in the interior department during mid-1880s.2 The focus of these studies
on labor productivity, which has motivated by the Bureau's concern for technological

1
2

Incentive means something that tends to stimulate the action or greater effort.
W, E. Deeming "Outof Crisis", (1986) Cambridge, MA: MIT Center For Advanced Engineering Study,
5

displacements of workers. Over the years, productivity calculations were refined and
expanded to include a variety of measures. These data are also available today.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics is the primary source of productivity data in United States,
although several private organizations and research institutes also publish productivity
statistics.
After Fredrick Winslow Taylor (before the second world war), productivity movements
continued as whole, with concentrating on rationalization in the workplace and usually on
labor productivity. The image of management consultant was that of time-and-motion
men, sharpening up individual working practices.
-

The National Product Center was responsible for putting productivity teams together and
coordinating their programs. Also, the important function of National Productivity Center
was set and develops other specialized organizations, which dealt with the concept of
productivity.
At the beginning of the 1960s, the most important trend in productivity consulting, both
of National Productivity Centers and private consultancies, was the recognition of the
limitations of rationalization' and the need for three elements of skills, knowledge and
attitude.
Japan Productivity Center was playing a leading role in promoting productivity
consulting in Asia. In 1955, labor and management agreed on three principles of a
national productivity movement:
•

That improving productivity ultimately expands employment

•

That labor and management should cooperate in defining and refining the specific
models of productivity improvements

•

That the benefits occurring from higher productivity should be shared equitably
between labor, management and society at large.

3

Rationalization means making reasonable conformable to reason.
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In 1970, these principles contrasted with European Trade Unions, who affirmed that
productivity improvements was a job killer. That means, "work," meant using physical
power rather than brainpower.
The revolution against monotony caused crisis in 1968. As a result of this, the workers
were more power in decision-making. The concept of productivity was forgotten and aim
was on "control" and "participation" in the company's power structure.

The productivity centers have also been established in many countries such as in Canada,
in United States to provide business with easier access to modem management and
productivity techniques. In addition to these, the Polish, Russian and Ukrainian National
Productivity Centers' have already been integrated into European Association of National
Productivity Centers (EANPC) as members. However, these countries have not yet
developed a strong and competitive private consulting practice in productivity' movement
areas. The role of NPC is important for developing countries in providing productivity
consulting services. One of the tasks of these NPC is to train and develop consultants in
the fields of management and productivity improvements. But the major providers of
productivity consulting services are private consulting firms in industrialized countries.

I want to conclude the evaluation of productivity with graphs, which shows the growth of
productivity in United States between the years of 1948-1986 and other nations in 1980s.
As it seen from the figure 2, from the end of Second World War to midal960s, the United
States enjoyed a sustained growth rate, which averaged about three percent a year. Then
the rate of improvement declined to a relatively two percent a year from 1965 to 1973.
During 1970s, output per worker in United States grew only twenty percent, while it grew
to% 145 in Japan,% 75 in Germany and% 77 in France.4

4'.'The Rival of Productivity", Business week, February 13, 1984, p. 92.
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Figure2.2
Productivity growth in United States
A VRAGE ANNUAL GROWTH IN OUTPUT PER HOUR

3.00%
2.50%
2.00%
1.50%

0.50%
1948-1965 1965-1973 1973-1979 1979-1986
Source:" productivity: Why it is the No:l underachiever", business week. April 20, 1987, p. 55.

Figure three shows us the comparative rates of improvement in output per worker in
several countries during the early 1980s. Again as it seen from the figure, United States
was far away from other nations in productivity movements such as Japan, Germany, and
Sweden. So the United State's effort was toward the improvement of productivity in
order to catch the other nations in productivity areas.
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Figure2.3
Productivity growth in Other Nations
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Source: " productivity: Why it is the No: 1 underachiever", business week, April 20, 1987, p. 55.

2.3. Why Productivity?
The important the role of productivity is improving the company competitiveness and
increasing national welfare. It is the main source of economic growth. As a rule,
productivity is defined as the ratio of output to input of resources, which indicates how
much and how well we produce with human and physical resources available.

9

Social and economic development means bringing a better future to the people. The
ultimate goal of productivity improvement as a driving force of economic development is
to improve the quality of life of the people.
This is a key factor that enables society to generate value added through an optimal mix
of available

resources-human

knowledge

and skills, technology,

equipment,

raw

materials, energy, capital and intermediary services. Its growth contributes towards the
prosperity of nations, makes companies competitive in the global market and thus
contributes the quality of life. Without people's resourcefulness and efforts in improving
productivity, human kind would have run out of means of survival and progress as the
rate of increase of land, labor and capital could not keep pace with that of a population
mcrease.
In the past, nations and people fought for better access to these factors to generate value.
The strong took from the weak to enjoy a better quality of life. But the contemporary
world no longer permits shifts to value added through exploitation. The only way to
survive and prosper today and in the future is to become more innovative and productive.
With higher productivity resulting in higher foreign exchange reserves, a nation can buy
the needed resources as long as it can compensate for price differentials with higher value
added generated from processed resources. Changes in nature of services now make them
exportable. A vital factor is skills and intellectual capital levels of the workforce, which
add value in the processing of material, energy and information resources.
Primarily, the quantitative and qualitative contributors to productivity improvement were
land, technological innovation, and investment in new plants and equipment, quality of
labor force, systems improvement, application of the principles of economy of scale,
government policies and regulations and management's ability to create the optimal mix
of these factors. Technological innovations increased value added by introducing new
products and services into the marketplace through more efficient processes. Investment
in new plants and equipment made labor substitution. more effective. The skills,
knowledge, attitudes determined the levels of quality of output when combined with
preceding factors. Systems improvement arising from application of industrial and
process engineering increased efficiency. Application of economy scale made it possible
to reduce the cost of operations. Government regulations and policies determined the

10

availability of physical and scientific infrastructure educational and training systems the
health of financial market. The ability of management to create the best combination of
all the above contributory factors and their effective use determined competitiveness of
the organization. Goods and services are purchased and consumed when offered for the
lowest price with the highest quality, delivered at the moment when needed and followed
with proper after-sale services. Finally, fair and equitable distribution of productivity
improvement enabled people to enjoy a better quality oflife.
Indeed, productivity objectives, accepted by all parties concerned, become the important
instrument of distribution of wealth, sound industrial relations and democratic workers'
participation. It is also the best approach in balancing efforts between different economic,
social and environmental objectives.
Source: Prokopenko Joseph "Productivity Promotion Organizations: Evolution and experience" Geneva,
1999,ILO.

2.3.1. Importance Of Produdivity for Business
The productivity concept means ensuring that scarce labor and material resources are
used in the most efficient way possible. It can play a major role in developing long-term
strategic role and company's objectives. It also helps to integrate different functions
(human resource management, marketing, production management etc.) and facilitate
their balanced development. It is an important source of social developments as well.
That means, every one benefits from increased of productivity.
Employers

benefit

from

increased

sales,

improved

profitability,

increased

competitiveness, greater stability and growth, less waste, lower rates of absenteeism and
staff turn over.
Workers benefit because more productive, successful companies provide more stable
employment, better and working conditions, more job satisfaction, better career
opportunities, better management-labor relations and more participation through
increased group activities.
Customers (clients) benefit toward better4 quality, less expensive products and improved
services.
11

2.3.2. Importance Of Productivity For Nations
The concept of productivity is also important for nation's economy for several reasons.
The nation's productivity improves:
•

The nation' ability to compete in international mare

•

Leading to sustained economic growth: this economic growth gives the nation a
bonus that can be spent to enrich the lives of its citizens through an improved
standard of living,

If an organization produces more and better goods and services with the same amounts
of resources (inputs), it increases its productivity. If it produces the same amount of
goods and services with fewer resources, it also increases its productivity. The increased
productivity helps offset the effects of inflation in country.
When increases in hourly wages rates are greater than gains in productivity per labor
hour, the unit labor costs for goods and services increases. Increased costs can lead to
reduce profits or higher prices both of which contribute to inflation.
As a result, it can be said that the improvement of productivity is very important for
growing of company's financial positions and nation's for competing better in
international market. Therefore, everybody (managers, employers, workers, customers)
must try to keep productivity high because of its major benefits.
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3. MEASUREMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY

3.1. Why the need for measurement?
The productivity measurement is important for the productivity improvements because
you can decide to improve productivity only by measuring it. It is an effective tool in
decision-making at all economic-levels. The results of productivity measurements can be
used how to make investments or reallocation of resources in a best way.
Productivity measurement indicates where to look for opportunities to improve and also
shows how improvement efforts are faring.
In enterprises productivity is measured to help for analysis of efficiency' and
effectiveness," Its measurement can stimulate operational improvement: installation and
operation of a measurement system can improve labor productivity with no other
organizational change or investment
Also with the help of productivity measurements, the managers can be aware of how
effectively they are using resources for the production of various goods and services.
Productivity measurements provide managers early warning about the potential
problems, which affects the improvement of productivity. That is, they heighten
awareness
So depending on the consequences of productivity measurements, managers can
establish more realistic targets and checkpoint f9r diagnostic activities during
organization development process.
At the national level, productivity is an important indicator of a country's economic
strength. It is the key determinant of a nation's standard of living. If a nations fails to
5

Effidency tells us how well actually needed output is generated from available capacity is being used.

6

Effectiveness compares present achievement with what could be done if resources were managed more
effectively.
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keep productivity at needed level or high, it can face some problems such as adverse
balance of trade, increase in unemployment

rate. Also productivity measures the

competitiveness in global marketing. By the results of its measurements, the nations can
compare themselves with other countries or with the average of industry in the world on
efficiency

and growth

rates. With

globalization,

many

industries

in advanced

industrialized nations are facing increased competition from low-wage developing
countries. These industries can remain competitive only by increasing productivity at
home to offset the low-wage advantage of their competitors in the less industrialized
world.
In addition to these, productivity measurements provide perspective on a firm's financial
data. For example, decline in productivity can threaten its long-term survival.

3.2. Productivity Measurements
The measurement of productivity is an important element in the evaluation of the relative
efficiency of factor utilization domestically and internationally.
In a formal sense, productivity is ratio. It is a comparison of what is produced and what is
used to produce it. It compares outputs with inputs. That means it divides outputs by
inputs. It is expressed as the following equation:
Productivity =Units of Output
Units of Input

For the measurement of productivity, output must be countable over time, a direct result
of identifiable activities. Otherwise, how will we identify the quantity of output? And
inputs can be divided as labor, materials, capital and energy.
The measurement of productivity can be classified into two groups:
1. Single-Factor measures
2. M~~factor measures
Single ffldor measures

Each input can be used as a partial measure of productivity.
14

The most common single factor productivity measure is labor productivity. Labor
productivity refers to the quantity of output produced by a given quantity of labor input.
We can consider on the labor productivity from two views.
Let's first consider the microeconomics of Labor Productivity. Suppose that two workers
are given the same tools and equipment to perform a task, such as splitting wood. The
worker who splits more wood in a given hour is said to be more productive at that task.
Since the goods and services produced by labor have value, more productive workers add
more value than less productive workers. The implication is that highly productive
workers in a market economy command higher wages and salaries than their less
productive fellow workers. In fact, under competitive conditions microeconomic theory
predicts equilibrium wages will equal the added revenue generated by a marginal unit of
labor (marginal revenue product).
From a macroeconomic point of view, productivity gains are the key to improvements in
material standard of living. If Labor Productivity remained unchanged, then rising wages
would increase the cost of producing a given quantity of output. If this occurred across
the economy, then prices would rise, even under competitive conditions, undermining
any real gain in worker purchasing power. On the other hand, if Labor Productivity is

rising, then nominal wage growth is expected to outpace inflation, implying rising real
wages and purchasing power.
Two key factors that can affect productivity are advances in technology and
improvements in education and training. Differences in Labor Productivity are a key
determinant of wage differences between industrialized and developing countries. In
order for an economy to make further gains in material standard of living, workers must
continue to invest in education and training, and firms must continue to invest in new
technology.
There are many inputs that are used for calculating the single factor measures such as
machine, material etc. For example, machine productivity is expressed as output per
machine or for material productivity it is measured as output per ton.
15

While single factor productivity measures are useful indicators, they have some serious
shortcomings, loo. It can be easy to increase productivity of one factor 'by replacing it
with another. For example, a firm may invest in new technology that reduces the number
of labor hours needed to produce a particular product. Of course by reducing the labor
hours, the labor productivity will increase but beside this, at the same time capital input
will increase, too. Economists call this effect "capital-labor substitution". To count the
capital-labor

substitution

effect

economists

developed

total

factor

productivity

(Grossman, 1993). This measure takes into account the contribution of both labor and
capital in the production of goods and services. It is expressed as:

P= O,J(L+C)
Where "P" is equal to the total productivity factor
L=labor
C = capital

Qv = value added input
The capital input "C" is the total cost of all capital resources devoted to the production of
goods and services, including working capital (cash, accounts receivable and inventories)
and fixed capital such as equipment. It also neglects the effects of intermediate goods and
services so it is necessary to measure the value added output, Qv in the numerator.

Multi/actor Measures
It is the expansion of capital-labor substitution. It takes into account all inputs factors and
gives as a result the "total productivity". And total productivity is calculated from the
following formula:

Pt= 0,/(L+C+R+Q)
Where Pt= total productivity
O, = total output
L=Labor
R = raw material

16

Q = other miscellaneous goods and services
Here the intermediate goods such as purchased items or outsourced labor are treated as
inputs and therefore they must also be included in the output.
The term of total productivity measure makes the information available oh trade-offs
among factors and allows managers to make more informed business decisions.
The total productivity measure is useful at the firm or business unit level of the
organizations. But the single factor measures (such as labor productivity measures,
machine productivity or capital-labor substitutions) are useful for day-to day operational
control at lower levels of the organization.
There are many factors that affect the productivity. Some of them are changes in
employment, hours worked, the education, age and composition of the workforce, levels
of capital investment and savings, government regulations, capacity utilization, inflation
etc. all these effect the productivity favorably and unfavorably.
For example, for labor productivity work conditions and hours worked are very
important. If there is much noise in the area of work, labor can get tired, quickly so
she/he will reduce her/his performance. Of course this will affect the labor productivity,
negatively. Also long-work hours affect the labor productivity, negatively again.
Another example for the factor that affects the productivity is capital investment. If a firm
does not invest enough money for needed equipment for the production, this will
decrease the machine productivity. That means the firm fails to follow the technology
changes because of lack of capital.
3.3. Productivity Variables
The United States has had an average annual productivity increase for nearly a hundred
years and this productivity increase consists of three factors7, productivity variables:

7

Salaman Fabricant, (l 969), A Premier on Productivity, New York Random House, pp. 649-698.
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1. Labor, which contributes %0. 5 to the increase.
2. Capital, which contributes %0. 4 to the increase.
3. Arts and science of management, which contributes %1.6 to the increase.
Figure 3.1
The Contribution

of Capital, Labor and Arts and Science of Management
a capital

1.6%

•labor0.4%

o arts

and science
of management
1.6%

Source: Jaak Jurison and Paul Gray, "Productivity in Office And The Factory", Fisher Publishing
Company, (United States, 1995), p.11.

The variable of labor contributes to labor productivity, which refers to quantity of output
produced by a given quantity of labor input. To take the best productivity from labor,
she/he must be educated, healthier, better motivated through achievement of
organizational goals, better retooled with latest technology and work under flex time,
which helps not to reduce his/her performance.
The variable of capital is focused on the tools that are used for the manufacturing of
goods and services. Capital investment provides these tools. But if there is an increase in
inflation and taxes, the cost of capital investment increase, become more expensive.
When the capital invested per employee drops, it is expected to drop in the productivity,
too. Productivity of capital can be increased by making capital work harder. And if the
turnover of capital" is higher by keeping the other things equal, we can have higher
productivity

8

Turnover of capital= net sales/ invested capital
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The arts and science of management is a factor of production and economic resources.9

And the variables of arts and science of management provide the best eppertunity for
increases of productivity. Because management includes improvements made through the
applieatien of technology and utilization of knowledge.
In order to make improvements toward the application of technology and capital
utilization, training and education are playing very important roles. Edueatien is an
important high-cost for the firms. Because if a firm wants to take higher performance
from labor, it has to inform.its workers about what she/he will do.
Also if she/he has not enough knowledge, it must educate her/him to be informed and
also must be trained to expand his/her abilities, skills and knowledge.
3.4. Problems For The Measurement Of Productivity
The things that I have tried to explain are developed for the measurement and improving
performance in manufacturing eperatiens, where outputs and inputs are easily
quantifiable. If these things that are explained in this part applied with good management
judgment, then productivity measurements are powerful teels, But while measuring the
productivity, managers can face some problems with:
•

Time

•

Quality

•

Knowledge work

By measuring and managing time as key resources in the business operations managers
outperform their competitors. (Stalk and Hout, 1990).
Time differs from other resources. It cannot be purchased like labor or capital equipment,
it is not free. for example, if two companies are producing identical products with the
same amount of resources (inputs), traditionally their productivity measures are the same.
But if one firm preduees goods and services faster than its eompetiters, it will have a
9

Frederick Harbison and Charles Myers, Management in industrial world international analysis, New
York: Mc-Grow-Hill, 1959.
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great chance to present the products and services firstly. So this firm will be more
productive because of producing the products and services in a less time than its
competitors. That is, the less time it takes to get results, the more productive the
organization!
Companies that recognize the key role of time in their operations usually have
productivity measures for tracking performance based on time. For example, I have
explained in introduction part, Frederick Taylor doubled the productivity by using time
study standards.

Aeeerding to his study, the workers were paid depending on their

performance, high wages, low performance, and low wages! The measures of time are
based on the business objectives. Some measurements of time are tum around time,
product development cycle, customer response time and order fulfillment time.
The relationship between quality and productivity is misunderstood. Most of managers
think that only high level of quality can be achieved by expense of productivity. (Jaak
Jurison, ). The improvements in quality actually lead to increased productivity. (Deming,
1986).

High quality means acceptable products by customers so customers have to be monitored
in order to determine changes in their expectations.
Knowledge work is another problem that can be occurred during the measurement of
productivity. We have said that in order to measure the productivity; output must be
quantifiable and counted. But it is difficult the measure of productivity in knowledge
work and white-collar employees. Lawyers, scientist, architects, engineers are some
examples fir this topic. Their output is mostly intangible.
The number and size of firms totally engaged in knowledge work is increasing m
advanced industrial economies. Therefore, it is becoming mere important to measure and
enhance the productivity.
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3.S. Improvements Of Productivity

As I have discussed at the previous parts, productivity measurement is important for the
improvements of it. If a firm does not measure its preduetivity, it will not be aware of
how it is doing better or where· it is now. And if a firm is not at expected level in
C

productivity, by the help of measurements

it can make best decision to improve it. Also

managers or firms can make the measurements overtime. There are five ways to improve
preduetivity overtime. I will try to show them by graphs.
GRAPH I
Output

As it is seen from the graph 1, while the
improvement of productivity, input is kept
same and output is increased. Thus more

Input

output with the same level of input.

Time

GRAPH2
Output

In this graph, output is constant
with lowering the input. That
tneans, producing the s~~

Input

level ef output, but with less input.

Time
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GRAPH3

In graph 3, output grows faster than inputs.

utput

There is an increase in both output and
Input but increasing the amount of more than
the amount of input

Time
GRAPH4
In graph 4, there is a slower output decline
than input. Here in this case the outputs and inputs ,

_output

Are decreasing but mostly the inputs decrease.

Time

GRAPHS
As it can be seen from the graph 5, there

Outpµf

is a reverse relationship between inputs
and output. Output is growing with
decline in input. Thus, here it is aimed

Input

To produce more output with less input.

But these formulas are not real cases for the improvement

of productivity. The

measurement of productivity must be dene in a single set ef units, money. The value of

inputs and outputs depend on the price and price changes overtime because of inflation
and competition, So depending on this the outputs price and inputs price also changes
overtime. In order to apply this five improvement, the inflation and competition must
held equal. That means there will not be changes in inflation and eempetitien, So the
prices of outputs will remain same. But as all of us know that we cannot avoid inflation
and competition in country.
In addition to these, there are many processes and programs for the productivity
improvements.
One process, which is defined by Alan Lawler (1985) suggests some steps while
improving the productivity. These are as follows:
I. Identify and put into order of priority the objectives of enterprise
2. Identify criteria for output within organizational limitations
3. Prepare an action plan
4. Eliminate or offset the known barriers to preduetivity
5. Develop productivity.measurement methods and system
6. Motivate workers and managers to achieve higher productivity
7. Maintain the moment of productivity efforts
8. Keep productivity by monitoring the organizational climate.
All these steps are to be considered only a kind of checklist, which should and could
expand or reduced depending on the specific tasks and eireumstanees.
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4. THE EVALUATION OF TOFA$ COMPANY
In this part, I will analyze the Tofas Company. The reason for this is:
•

To leam how Tefas measures its productivity

•

What kinds of factors affect its productivity

•

How they improve their productivity if there is a decrease in their productivity

•

What they are doing in order to keep productivity at high level

•

Why they need to keep their productivity high

But before explanation of this information, I want to give general information about

Tofu§.
Tofas, Turkish Automobile Factory was established in Bursa on May 2, 1968 for
producing ears under the license of Fiat. The factory started to be done in 13 April 1969
and finished in twenty-two months. First its open area was 735.800 m2 then buying some
area it became 928.800 m2 and closed area became from 62.000 m2 to 3§0.000 m2 by
making new investments.
Totally 4975 people are working in the company. Eighty-five of them are managers and
the others are blue-cellar workers. And the 671 of them are working monthly, others are
working hourly.
Tofas, which produces automobiles is the biggest company in Turkey. It has started
preduetien on 12 February 1971 with model of "124" and its productien continued to
1876. it started to produce model of"131" in 1977. after 1990 the model of Tempera,
Tipo Tempra SW, Una SX were produced. In 1998, the production of model "178"
(which are defined as world automobiles such as Fiat, Palis, Siena) have been started.
Shortly, at the beginning it was producing "124'' model, currently it produces the world
automobiles.
It has many benefits for the country's economy. Some of them are as follows:
•

They help developing of domestic industrial
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•

They provide continuously and systematically income to treasure

•

They help for the increase ef exportation

At the beginning it was not enough successful in exportation of automobiles but after
1990 there has been steadily increasing in exportatien of its products, Because it was
helped by the Fiat By this, it has started to export items.
In addition to these, it has exported 75.000 automobiles in 2001 and the aim is not to
decrease this number under for the exportation in 2002.
Tofas's market share usually changes, but despite of this, its inside market share is
average of%15 for Turkey.
It has a contractual agreement with Fiat, which is in Italia. It uses its name. That is, it
produces its ears under the license of Fiat We can understand that its visien is to be a
global market. (as all of us know that license is a form pf global entry) as a result of this,
it expands its strategy. Also by this way, it ean benefit from the technology of Fiat for its
produetien precess.
MISSION STATEMENT (See in Appendix 1)
Corporate vision
•

To be a global market and have market shares in the world

•

To be the largest production of automobiles, light trade vehicles and their items

•

To best in the customer satisfaction in its area in Turkey

•

To be best in satisfying the workers expectations in its area in Turkey

Mission Statement
1. "Reasons for existence
Its mission is to help for developing a national economy. Also it is producing and
selling light trade vehicles and items of them under the license of Fiat by providing
needed materials to satisfy the expectations of its dividends at the end of work
2. Value for society
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High quality service, safety and security in their personal automobiles and insurance.

3. Prineipals and Values
•

The customers are very important and they are the more important
resources for Tefas Company.

•

They create resources for continuous development.

•

They apply Total Quality management in order to produce high quality
products and services with low cost and experienced workers.

•

They always try to overcome all problems that they face.

•

Work ethic and trust is very important for them.

•

Globalization is the main topic for them.

•

They are competitive and professional.

•

They make deeisiens on time.

•

They have important benefits for Turkey eeenemy.

Productivity in Tof~ (See in Appendu. 2)
Tofas uses labor and machine while measuring productivity. They measure labor on the
bases of ate lye. That means, total labor of productivity in one unit (department) such as
assembling unit or painting unit.
For machine productivity they do not measure the productivity of all machines. Only they
measure the productivity for machines, which are critical for eapaeity, Because they think
that it is not economical and needed to measure the all productivity of machines.
They use some parameters for the measurement of productivity. These are:
1. Standard time for products. (For example, suppose that for 1 doblo standard time
is 25 hours.)

2. Quantity of product that is produced daily. (for example, 300 doblo are produced
daily.)
3. The number of workers in the factory and their total work hours. (for example,
there are 1000 workers and 1 labor works fer 9 hours.)
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So the total work hour is equal to I000x9=9000 hours. The hours when the permission is

taken are exceeded and the hours are .added when the labor works extra. In addition to
these, the times for labor are calculated on the bases of cards, which are used while
entering to faetery and leaving the factory in electrenie conditions.
4.Production lost: The times that are not worked because of some reasons (such as cutting
of electricity, lack of resources, delaying of services) must be recorded by the chief, who
is responsible. Simple, productivity is measured as , axb=e-d
Thus, 25 hours x 300 automobiles= 7500 hours
J000x,=9000 total worker hours

So we can say that there is 1500 hours lost (9000-7500). This lost time must be recorded
and presented by the chief, who is responsible in that unit with including detailed
information such as cutting of electricity, lack of resources etc.
25x300=9000-1500(losttime>-. so equation is true.
In this condition there is %20 lost in production, which is calculated as 1500/7500 so
there is %80 productivity in laber,
To improve productivity, they decrease the standard time by automation, improvement of
technology, developing methods, improvements of tools and equipments that are used for
production.
Also they try to eliminate the factors, which causes lost time during the production
precess such as laek of raw materials and energy, using wrong equipments, delaying of
services.
The factors that affect that productivity are tried to be reduced successfully in Tofas
Company. For example the work conditions are very healthy and security for labors.
Depending on the procedures, the labors, which work in pressing unit, have to use earlap.
Beside this, labors, which work in welding unit, must use glasses to keep their eyes from
the lights of weld. In painting unit labors are using mask.

'2."l

In addition to these, labors that are working in these units are rested for 15 minutes for
each 1 hours in order not to make them get tired. Because of these precautions, the
productivity is not affected negatively. All ergonomic conditions such as lighting, cooling
and heating are considered and provided successfully. Also, these conditions are
controlled by the work security and worker healthy unit, which is established inside the
factory.

Although Tofas is successful in keeping the conditions well, it has a problem, which is a
factor that affects the productivity. This problem is the laek of higher technicians, whe
are the people between managers and administrative personal, engineers and workers.

It is not only the problem of Tofas, but also the Turkish industry, which is still
develeping in transitien to globalization.

The people between the worker and engineers, managers and administrative personal are
very important in order to provide better flow of information between them. Also these
people have to· be more creativity and practicable. They firstly must understand, what
engineers or managers want from them and tell them te workers and administrative
personal in a detailed way. If these people really do not exactly explain, what the
managers or engineers want, there can be some difficulties in the production process
(such as using wrong materials). Thus, this will directly affect the productivity in a
negative way.

All variables that are important for productivity measurement are important and watched
in Tefas Company such as machine, material etc. thus only labor productivity is not
important for Tefas.
Tofas tries to keep productivity high. To do this they develop new objectives and
determine the ways, hew to reach them in a best way. To do these:
•

They apply kaizen, which means a continuous development in order to increase
the power of competition. (See in Appendix 3)
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•

They use circles in order to solve the problems that occur in the area of workers.

•

They also use total quality management in order to satisfy the customers' and
workers' expectations and increase the image of Tofas Company on society, they
benefit from the management of workers and managers, develop polities and
strategies and use resources an efficient and effective way.
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5. CONCLUSION
S.l. Summary

Productivity is the relationship between the resources used (inputs) and the products and
services are preduced (eutoomes).
Productivity indicates how the organizations use their resources in an efficient ways that I
have explained I the third part of my research. In addition to these, with the help of
productivity measurements, the managers can decide if it is really needed to improve
productivity and how ean improve the productivity. If they do not reach to expected level
in productivity, they decide to improve this by for example preparing productivity
improvement programs with including some steps. Conversely, if they reach the expected
level, they can also decide to improve productivity in order to have high level of
productivity.
It is also vary important for the nations' economy because it helps the nation to compete
in international market and provides a .sustainable economic growth. Thus, with the
increasing of productivity, production also increase, but with a high quality.
5.2. Results From Tofa~ Company
Tofas, which I have worked on, takes care of productivity mush. It is a manufacturing
company, which produees automobiles under the license of Fiat.
Although it is very successful in eliminating the factors, which affect the productivity
favorable or unfavorable, it has alse problem, which is an important factor for Tofas, It is
not only a problem for Tofas, but also for the Turkish industry, which gas not finished its
development. yet. The problem is that the lack of high technicians, who are people
between engineers and workers, managers and administrative personal. These people are
responsible fer the better flow ef information between them..(managers-administrative
personal and workers-engineers)
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Productivity is very important for Tofas because they are not competing only in domestic

industry but also in intematnional industry. So for .them, it is important te keep
productivity at high levels for globalization. That means, it is not enough to be
productive, but also keep it.at.high.levels,
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS
Before I have mentioned that the productivity is very important for all organizations. So
the mangers should take care of the productivity very carefully. If they do not take care of
the productivity they will have some difficulties in keeping their resources productive and
by this they will not know that how they are doing well with the resources that is already
in their hands. Also productivity helps organizations to compete in international market
So because of these favorable eonsequences the managers should provide productivity in
their activities an also try to keep it at high levels.
Also when we look at the Tofas it is successful in keeping their productivity but they also
have a problem with the human resource, which is lack of high technicians. These are the
people, who play an intermediate role between the engineers and workers. These people
should be practicable, creativity because they provide the flow of information between
the engineers and workers. So if these people are not efficient and prevent company to be
productive, they should be trained and educated to be more practicable and creativity.
Tofas Company should focus on this problem in a detailed way, because it is a very
important problem that the Turkish industry also suffers from.
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DEGERLERiMiZ

l

•
•
•
•
•

MUSTERiLERiMiZ VELiNiMETIMiZDiR,
EN ON EM Li SERMA YEMiZ i:NSAN KAYNAGIMIZDIR,
AMACIMIZ, SUREKLi GELiSMEK i<;iN KAYNAK YARATMAKTIR,
DAIMA "EN iYi" OLMAK VAZGE<;:i:LMEZ HEDEFiM:i:ZDiR,
USTUN ts AHLAKI VE DURUST <;ALISMA iLKELERiNE UYMAK
DUSTURUMUZDUR,
• KARSIMIZA <;IKAN HER TURLU ENGEL:i:N, BUTUN A<;IKUGIMIZLA USTES:i:NDEN
GELMEK HEDEFiMiZDiR,
• HER TURLU KONUDA iYiLESTiRMEYE YONELiK ONER:i:LER YAPMAK EN ONEMLi
OZELLiG:i:MiZDiR,
• GLOBALiZASYON ANA iLGi ALANIMIZDIR,
• REKABET<;:i: VE PROFESYONEL OLMAK TUTKUMUZDUR,
• KARARLILIK VE ZAMANINDA KARAR ALMA VAZGE<;:i:LMEZ DAVRANIS
Bi<;i:MiM:i:ZDiR,
• stzt GU<;lO KILAN, TURK VE iTALYAN ENDUSTRiSiNiN iKi BUYUK DEVI, KO<;
TOPLULUGU VE FIAT-AUTO S.p.A.'NIN KULTU RU NUN SENTEZiNDEN
OLUSMAMIZDIR,
• G0C0M0z0 ALDIGIMIZ TURK EKONOM:i:SiNE GU<; KATMAYI HEDEFLERiZ.
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TOFAS'IN MiSYONU, iHTiYACI OLAN KAYNAKLARI SAGLAYARAK, FIAT L:i:SANSI
ALTIN DA OTOMO BIL, HAFiF TICARi ARA<; VE BUN LARIN PAR<;ALARINI
URETMEK, SATMAK VE PAYDA$LARININ I$ SONUCU BEKLENTiLERiNi
GER<;EKLESTIRMEKTiR.

ViZYONUMUZ
• TURKIYE'DE EN BUYUK OTOMOBiL PAZAR PAYINA SAHiP OLMAK
(OLMAYA DEVAM ETMEK),
• TURKiYE'NiN EN BUYUK OTOMOBiL, HAFiF TICARi ARA<; VE BUNLARIN
PAR<;ALARIN-I-N-URE+ictsi-o.LMAK (OLMAYA DEVAM.-f._TMEK),.• TURKIYE'NIN EN BUYUK OTOMOBIL VE/VEYA HAFiF TiCARi ARA<;
iHRACAT<;ISI OLMAK,
.
• MLISTERi TATMiNi KONUSUNDA TURKiYE'DE KENDI SAHASINDA EN rvt
OLM AK,
• <;ALISANLARIN TATMiNiNDE KENDI SAHASINDA TLIRKIYE'DE EN IYI OLMAK,
• TOPLUM LIZERi:NDEKi ETKIDE KENDI SAHASINDA TURKIYE'DE EN rvt OLMAK,
• FIAT-AUTO $IRKETLERI I<;ERiSiNDE EN REKABETc;:i $IRKET OLMAK.
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-----Original Message----From: gokmen buyukgok [mailto:bgok79@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2002 12:47 PM
To: mehmetkar@tofas.com.tr
Subject: PROJE ...
iyigunler ben kibris lefkosadan yakin dogu universtesinden gokmen buyukgok.
ben 4.cu sinifta isletme okumaktayim.mezuniyet projem icin asagida
verdigim sorulari size zahmet cevaplarsiniz bana mail atarsaniz
cooksevinirim"
SORULAR
l)VERIMLILIK(PRODUCTIVITY) NEDIR? NASIL OLCOLOR? YAN! ~ANG! KR!TER
KULLANIYORSUNUZ? TIME-STANDART M!?
verimlilik olcumunde biz i$Ci ve makina verimliligi olcuyoruz. i$Cileri
atelye baz1nda, yani bir bolumde calisan i$cilerin toplaminin verimliligini
(ornegin montaj-boya gibi) olcuyoruz.makinalarin ise kapasite acisindan
kritik olanlarin verimliligi olculuyor. tum makinalarin verimliligini
olcmek
ekonomik degil. gerekli de degil.

2)1$C1 VER!ML!L!G! NAS!L OLCUYORSUNUZ?(LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY)
i$cilik verirnliligiiGin gerekli paremetreler;
a-urunlerin standart zarnani (ornegin 1 ad. doblo st. zamani 25 saat olsun)
b-gunluk uretilen Urun adedi (ornek gunde 300 adet doblo uretisin)
c-i$Gilerin toplam Gali$ma saati.puantaj bilgilerinden hareketle bu gun
fabrikada kaG i$Ci var.ornegin 1000 i~Gi. 1 i$Ci 9 saat cali$1yor.
i$Gilerin
toplam cali$ma saati 9000 sa~t. (gunluk 9 saatten izin alanlar dU$UlUr,
fazla
mesai yapanlar eklenir. elektronik ortarnda her i$Gi o gUn yemek arasi hariG
kac saat cali$iyor kart basma ile hesaplaniyor).
d-Uretirn kayiplari. her i$cinin amiri herhangi bir nedenle Uretime
cali$ilmayan saatleri (elektrik kesilmesi, ariza, malzeme yoklugu, servis
gecikmesi, egitim vb.) vert toplama ~erminalleriyle kayit altina alir.
kabaca verimlilik hesabi:
a*b=c-d olmali.
yani 25 saat*300 oto = 7500 saat harcanmasi gerek. teorik olarak bugunku
uretim icin gerekli saat 7500.
1000 i$Ci * 9 saat = 9000 saat fiil~ olarak pratikte harcanmi$.
bu durumda 1500 saat kayip olu$IDU$. bu 1500 saatin detayini (ariza, mlz
yoklugu, elektrik kesilmesi vb. kod bazinda detayli) o bolumun sorumlusu
bildirmelidir.
sonuc: a*b=c-d olmali yani;
25 saat*300 oto = (1000 i$Ci * 9 saat)- (1500 saat uretim kaybi)
formulu dogrulanmlidir.
bu durumda 1500 saat/7500 sa~t = %20 uretim kaybi olu$IDU$ demektir. yani
%80
verimlilikle cali$ilmi$tir.
bu degerler sanaldir.
3)VER1ML!L!K NASIL GEL!ST!R!L!R?(PRODUCTIVITY HOW TO IMPROVE)
yukaridaki brnekten de anla$ilacagi gibi verimlilik arttirimi 2 turlu
olacaktir.

\.

J

~-

1- std. zaman azaltilmasi
(2~ saatin azaltilmasi): bunun icin otomasyon,
teknoloji .i y i Le s t i rme , meted qe Li Ls t i rrne , layout i:y±-le-$"tirme, ku.l Lan i Lan
alet vb. iyile$tirme ile mumkun
2-%20 olarak ornek verilen kayiplari iyile$tirme. bunlarda ariza, malz.
eksikligi, egitimsizlik,
kotu parca kullanimi, yanli$ alet/takim kullanimi,
enerji eksikligi, servis gecikmesi gibi faktorlerin ortadan
kaldirilmasi.yani
i$letmeye gelen tum i$Cilerin %100 sadece uretim icin
cali$malarinin
saglanmasi ile elde edilir.

ABI SIMDIDEN TESSEKKURLER"BANA
COOKSEVINIRIM"TESSEKKURLER"
TELIM:0533-8641272

BUKONULARLA

UMARIM YETERLI OLMU$TUR.BA$ARILAR
END.YUK.MOH. MEHMET KARACA
T~~:0-224-2610350/24500

DILERIM.

ILGILI MAIL ATARSANIZ

birkac

sorum daha var eger cevaplarsaniz

cooksevinirim'

sorular
l)iscilik verimliligi nasil olculuyor·
DAHA ONCEKi MAiLDE ANLATMI$TIM.
2)iscilik verimliligini
etkileyen faktorler nelerdir'
-CALI$ANIN EGiTiMi VE BECERiSi
-i$ ORTAMI (ISI-NEM-I$IK-SICAKLIK
VB.)
-CALI$MA YERi D0ZENi (LAYOUTLAR VB.9
-KULLANILAN i$ ARP.CLARI (ALET, TAKIM, A?ARAT VB.)
-KULANILAN MALZEME (YETERLi KALiTEDE OLMALI)
-YETERLi KAYNAKLA~=N SAGLANMASI
(ENERJi, MALZEME)
-MOTiVASYON
(UCRET ~E SOSYAL TE$ViKLER)
-YONETiM DESTEGi (SGiTiM,UCRET,ALTYAPI
VB.)
3)isciler

calisma

sartlarindan

etkileniyolar

mi'etkileniyorlarsa

verimliligi nasil eLkiliyor·
CALI$MA ORTAMINDAKi G0R0LT0, SICAKLIK, NEM, I$IK VB. ERGONOMiK
i$CiLERiN VERiMLiL!GiNi
ETKiLER. ORNEGiN SICAK ORTAMDA CALI$MA
BiR ORTAMDA

CALI$MA

bu
KO$ULLAR
iLE NORMAL

FARKLIDIR.

4)genelde verimliligi etkileyen
olumsuz yonden etk~liyorsa,nasil

faktorler nelerdir'bu faktorler
cozume ulasiliyor·ornekte

verimliligi

verebilirmisi~iz'
YUKARIDA

i$GiLiGi

ETKiLEYEN

FAKTORLER

GENELDE

TOM VERiMLiLiK

iGiN GECERLi

Dosttar

MehmetKAR@tofas.com. tr
bgok79@hotmail.com
RE: selam ..
Tue, 28 May 2002 13:21:16 +0300

-----Original Message----From: gokmen buyukgok [
Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2002 7:54 PM
To:
Subject: selam ..

!llerhaba mehmetabi nasilsiniz"bengokrnen" kibristan"abi coksagolun
bilgilericin"birde
su sorulari sorcaktim"
1-verimliligi yuksek tutmada basarilimisiniz?
VERiMLiLiK ARTISI i~iN HER SENE YENi HEDEFLER BELiRLENiYOR VE BU HEDEFLERE
iJLA$MAK I~iN HANGi ARA(LARDAN FAYDALANILACAGI TESBiT EDILIYOR. ORNEGiN
KAIZEN UYGULAMALARI, KALiTE ~EMBERLERi, TOPLAM KALiTE ARA~LARI, ONERI
SiSTEMLERi VB.
VERIMLiLiK ARTI$I KALICI VE SUREKLi KILINMAZSA REKABET GUCU KAYBOLACAGI i~iN
SUREKLi 1YILE$TIRME SAGLANMASI $IRKETLER1N AYAKTA KALMASI i(IN ZORUNLUDUR.
TOFA$ ULUSLARARASI REKABETE A~IK BiR $IRKETTIR.BU NEDENLE VERiMLIL1G1 YUKSEK
TUTMAK ~OK 0NEML1D1R.
2-tofasin pazar paylari(turkiyede)
!OFASIN PAZAR PAYI SUREKLI DEGISKENLIK G0STERMES1NE RAGMEN 1~ PAZAR PAYI
(TDRKIYE t~iN) ORTALAMA %15' TIR.
AYRICA 2001 YILINDA ORTALAMA 75.000 OTO/YIL IHRACAT YAPIL$TIR. 2002 YILI
i~INDE 75.000 OTO/YIL HEDEFLENMEKTEDiR.
3-birde mehmetabi ben projemde referans kismina sizide ekliycem"bilgi
aldigim kisileri"mesleginiz
nedir?referans
kisminda yazcamda"
BEN END. YUK.I•iUHENDISiYIM.12 YILDIR TOFA$TA ~ALI$IYORUM. URETIM KAYNAKL.1\RI
PLANI:.AMA-V&----P-R-66-Rr~~~bUGUNDE URE+iM KAYNAKLARI ANALIZi SERVIS!
YQNETCISIYIM.
mehmetabi cok te~sekkurler verdiginiz bilgilerden dolayi"gorusmek uzere
saygilar,selamla:r"gokrnen (yakin dogu universtesi-KKTC)
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MehmetKAR@tofas.com.tr
bgok79@hotmail.com
RE: merhaba...
Tue, 28 May 2002 13:37:39 +0300

~,:-----

..•.-

-----Original Message----From: gokmen buyukgok [
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2002 10:59 AM
To:
Subject: merhaba ...

3elam mehmetabi,pazargunuyazmistim"birde
abi susorulari yaparsaniz
coksevinirim"projem
haziranlS teslim"sorular:
1-tofas ta isciler calisma ortamindan memnun mu? veya uretim icin kullanilan
makinalarin seslerinden rahatsiz
etkileniyolar ve bunun sonucunda

oluyolarmi?
verimliligi

oluyorlarsa bundan nasil
nasil etkiliyor?

TOFA$TA CALI$MA ORTAMI 1$C1 SAGLIGI VE 1$ GUVENL1G1 ACISINDAN SON DERECE
UYGUNDUR. PROSES GEREGI GURULTULU OLAN B!RIMLERDE (ORNEGIN PRES HATLARI)
KORUYUCU TEDBIR OLARAK CALI$ANLARIN KULAKLIK TAKMASI ZORUNLUDUR.
AYRICA KAYNAK HATLARINDA KORUYUCU GOZLUK KULLANIMI ZORUNLUDUR. BOYA
HATLARINDA MASKE ILE CALI$ILMAKTADIR.
AYRICA PROSES GEREG! BU TARZ !$LERDE CALI$ANLAR DAHA COK D!NLENME
YAPTIRILARAK ORTAMIN ETK!SINDEN UZAKLA$TIRILMAKTADIR. BOYA KAB!NLERINDE
CALI$NALRA HER SAAT 15 OAK. KAB!N DI$INDA DINLENDIR!LMEKTEDIR.
BU TEDBIRLERDEN DOLAYI VERIML!L!G! ETK!LEYECEK COK OLUMSUZ $ARTLAR ORTAYA
CTKMAMAKTADIR. TUM ERGONOMIK KO$ULLAR (AYDINLATMA-SOGUTMA-ISITMA-NEMTOZ
-VB.) GOZONUNDE BULUNDURULMAKTADIR.
AYRICA TUM BU FAAL!YETLER FABRIKA ICINDE KURULMU$ 1$ GUVENL!G VE !$CI
SAGLIGI B1R1M! TARAFINDAN SUREK! DENETLENMEKTED!R.
2-tofas ta iscilik verimliligi ne kadar onemli?
verimliliginden)
daha mi onemli?

sizce diger

(ornegin makina

TUM VERIMLIL!K KALEMLER! ONEML! VE IZLENIYOR. PROSES GEREG! EL I$CIL!G!
YOGUN YERLERDE (MONTAJ HATLARI VB.) !$CI VERIML!L!G! ONEMLI, TEKNOLOJ! YOGUN
ALANLARDA (MEKANIK-TALA$LI !MALAT CNC VE NC TEZGAHLARIN YOGUN OLDUGU
BOLUMLER) MAKINA VERIML!LiG! ONEMLi. BOYA GIB! OZEL TESISLERDE
!SE TESiS
VERiML!LiGi (BOYA KABINLERINDEK! ROBOTLAR- BOYA FIRINLARI VB) ONEMLiD!R.
SONUCTA HER VERiML!LiK KALEM! IZLENIYOR. ORNEGiN MONTAJDA i$CiL!K
VERIMLiLiG! ONEMLi ANCAK ORADA KRiTiK B!R MAKINA VAR iSE ONUNDA VERiMLiLiG!
iZLENiYOR. ANCAK MEKANiK HATLARDAK1 TUM TEZGAHLARIN VERiMLiLiGiN! iZLEMEK
YER!NE PAHALI VE KAPASiTE 1C!N DARBOGAZ OLU$TURAN KR!TiK TEZGAHLAR
IZLENIYOR.
mehmetabi sorular bunlar birde pazargunu yazdigim sorular vardi
cevaplarsiniz coksevinirim tessekkurler.lefkosa-KKTC
yakin dogu universtesin
den gokmen. ;i.y,,.i.gtinler·.
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KAI ZEN
Uygulamaya

baslangrci

: Ocak I 1997

Amac1

: Musterinin istedigini zarnanda, istenilen aderte.
minumun maliyette ve maksimum kalidede uretmektir.

Uv£?:ulamas1

: Difizyon plaruna gore kaizen yapilacak bolgeye I -2
hafta icerisinde hedefler belirlenerek mavi-beyaz yaka
personelin katihrru ile I hafta sureyle o bolgede
iyilestirrne faaliyetleri kendi iclerinde gruplanarak once
analiz, planlarup ve uygulamaya al1111r. Yupilan
cahsmalar sonucunda hedeflerden karsrlasnnlip
yonetim kurulu ve kaulan personele sunus yapihr (yan
sanayiden kaulim bulunrnaktadir)
·

iSTATiKSEL PROSES KONTROL (iPK)
Uygulamaya baslangrci

: Temmuz I I 992

Amac1

: Mamul veya prosesten
irnalat surecini kontrol

alinan olcumler yoluyla
altmda tutulrnasmr saglamak.

Uv£?:ulamas1

: Proses veya makina yeteneklerini
belirleyerek
duzenli araliklarla
proses veya urunden olcurnler
alarak kontrol altinda tutulrnasun saglamakur.

---------l-----------
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·oroKONTROL
Uygulamaya
Amac1

: Kasun I 1993

baslangict

: Cahsarun, yaptrgi isin sonucunu kendi
kontrolunde tutmasim. urun kalitesi icin
sorumluluk

duygusunun

ve bilincinin

gelismesini

saglamak.
UvQ:ulamas1

: Proses ve makina yeteneginin
kontrol altma
ahnmasi, kontrol sikhklanmn
saptanmasi ve
cahsanm kontrollerini
kartlanna isleyerek
tatbikini yapmasi.

iYiLE$TiRME PROJE EKiPLERi (IPE)
Uygulamaya
Amac1

LJv~ulamas1

: Haziran I I 993

baslangtci

: Sorun cozmcye birimler aras: yaklasim
saglayarak
kauhrn vc ck ip cahsrnasryla:
kalitcsi, urctim surcci ve i~ yuntcmlerinin
gclistir ilmesin: saglamak.

urun

: Planla-Yap-Dcnc-Uygula
(PDYU) cevrimi ilc
problem: tarumlama, tc~his vc analiz etrnc,
cozurnu dogrularna. uygulama ve standartlasurma
siralamasuu
tak ip cdcr.

HATA TORO VE ETKiLERi ANALizi (FMEA)
Uygularnaya

: Nisan I 1994

baslangrci

Amac1

: Hata I anzava
konmasidir.

Uv2ularnas1

: Hata ve anzaya yonelik uc ternel unsur Olasalik
(probability).
Ag1rl rk (severity). ·Bel irlenebi l irl ik
(detectability)
uzerine kurulmustur.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·____J

J

mevdan
..I

verrnevecek
J

urunlerin

ortava
J
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TOFA~'DA KULLANILAN
TOPLAM KALiTE ARA(:LARI
KALiTE <;EMBERLERi
Uygulamaya

: Aralik. I 1984

baslangici
: Calisanlann
problemleri

Amac1
Uv~ulamas1

kendi sahalanndaki
tesbit ederek cozmelerini

saglamak

: GonUIIU olarak olusturulan cernberlerin
··Beyin
F1rt111as1" yonterni ile sorunlanru tesbit ederek: 7
kalite tekniai kullanarak cozurn onerileri uretmclcr:

YAYGIN EGiTiM (Q7 PROGRAM!)
Yayqm eqitirn, Kalite c;emberleri,lyile;;tirme
proje ekipleri ve
kalite qelistirrne gruplan (Proje gruplan) elemanlarirun
kullanacaq: tekniklerin egitim surecidir.
Kalite qelistirrne faaliyetlerinin
tekniklerden olusur.
ab-

7 temel tekniqi olan 07,!;,U

Beyin frrtmasi
Sebep - Sonuc (Krlcik) diyagram:

(Ishikawa
~-~--

c-

Grupland1rma

d-

Pareto Analizi

e-

Histogram

f-

Saeturn diyaqrarru (Korelasyon

g-

Takip ve Kontrol $emalari

TOFA$ 2000 Burosu

Diyaqrarn.)
-

(Stratification)

(<;etele; Cubuk Diyaqrarni)
Diyaqrami)
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CEDAC
Uygulamaya

baslangici

: Haziran I 1991

Amac1

: Katihmla cozulebilecek, kronik
problemlerde
tom cahsanlann goruslerini almak.

Uv2ulamas1

: Problemle ilgili bir panoda olusrurulan
sebep/sonuc
diyagramma
cal isanlarm goruslerini
asmalan yoluyla cozurne katrlmalanrnn
saglanmasi.

..

..

TOPYEKUN URETKEN BAKIM (TPM)
Uygulamaya

baslangic:

: Subat I 1993

J\mac1

: "Benim Makinam" kavramuu yerlestirrnek,
bakim islerini asgariye indirirkcn .. kalitcyi
makinada
garantilernek.

harici

Uvuulamas1

: Topyckun uretken bak nn. bir bak im tcknigi
olrnasuun
otcsindc: imalat calixanluruun
yonciimc
katihm seklidir.

TOFA$ ONERi SiSTEMi (TOS)
Uygularnaya

baslangrci

: Ekim I 1995

Amac1

: Cahsanlarm
iyilestirrneye
yonelik yararh
goruslerini
ortaya cikarrnak, organi.zasyc)i1u
sahiplenmelerini
saglamak.

Uv£ulamas1

: Oneri formu vasitas: ile direk ilk arnire
calisanlar verdikleri onerilerin sonuclanru
olarak panolardan
izleyebilirler.

TOFA$ 2000 Burosu

verilir.
gorse!
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<;;ALl$ANLARIN
TATMiNi

Y6NETiMi

r:----·I
l2

LiDERLiK

I7

<;;ALl$ANLARIN

i

POLiTiKA VE
STRATEJi

_j 4

9

5
6
SURE<;;LER

KAYNAKLAR

----~--

MU$TERiLERiN
TATMiNi

i$
. SONU<;;LARI

TOPLUM
UZERiNDE ETKi

-soNUGLAR

GIRDILER

Musteri Tatmini, Calrsanlann Tatmini ve Topluma Katk: hususlannda
basanya ulasrnak icin Politika ve Stratej i, Cal isanlann Y onctimi,
Kaynaklar ve Proseslerin etkin bir Lidcrlik anlayis: ile yonlcndirilcccgi.
, boylece Faaliyet Sonuclarmda
da mukemmele ulasrlubilcccg:
uzcrine
kurulmustur

PUANLANDIRMA
GIRD! KR!TERLER!
Yaklasrrmn mukemmellik derecesi
Yaklasmun tum fonksiyonlarayayi/ma

derecesi

SONUC:LAR KR!TERLERJ
Sonuclarin

mukernmellik derecesi

Sonuc;lann kapsami

TOFA$ 2000 Burosu
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~iRKET OZDEGERLENDiRMESi
OZD EG ERL END iRwlE
·'Bir organizasyonun

sistematik

faaliyetlerinin ve elde emgi sonuclann duzenli ve
olarak zozden zeciri.mcsidir."
-

-

•

I

··Ozdegalendirme.
bir organizasyonun Toplum Kulitenin nesnel bicimde
uygulc1nmas1 ile ilgili ilerlemesin:
deg.crknc.iirc(ek
sistcrnuuk bir
)·akl a~ 1 m d 1 r. ··
E.F Q :VI - Guic.klincs

C)zc.lc0.crkndirme
vaklusunuuu
hcnirnscnmc-Jnin.
hir
~
oncrnli tavdalar
sa0.lad10.1
:mi:1silm1st1r
()7c[l1!-:k:
.
•...
•...
'

-

oru:u111.:b'.t)lla
-

\

• Mukcrnrncl

hir modclc k1y:1sl:1 ilcrlcmcnin

tilc;Lil111csrn1

mumkun k ilar

• Gclcccgc yunclik iyilc~tirmc lauliyctlcrinin 011cdiklcri11i11 tcsp1t
cdilmcsinc.lc vc.: stratcjik viinknuirmcnin
yapilrnaxmda tcrncl
ol usturur
• Cahsunlaru:

enerjilerini

vc ck iplerin mukcrnmclin aranmas:

·. ac;1ga cikunr.

• G irdi ler ve sonuclar

arasmdaki- ih~~~y~+l-~-tll.:.'-~·l~i:~·1-c.----

• Diger organ izasvonlarla
ol usturur

TOFAS 2000 Burosu

konusundak i

"benchmarking"

yapilmasmda

temel

TOPL,l.M KALi
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